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President Trahan Says The Time To Stuff The Turkey Is Now

Chance Trahan's Independent Child Pornography Investigations Have Led Him Straight To Stuffing Turkey

ORANGE COUNTY, Calif. - Nov. 12, 2022 - PRLog -- It comes as no secret that a vast expanse of child
pornography exists on the web, which means that someone, or a group of people, have several–hundreds of
files of child porn stored on their hard drives. One, or several, of the owners of these hard drives allegedly
resides in Turkey. The details of how this came about will not be revealed as investigations continue. But,
we can make a safe bet that several offshore servers are also hosting this content as well.

"I've recently discovered that Turkey seems to be a hotbed for a ring of child exploitation, and I hope that
Turkey's residents and response–teams there will work together in order to catch these child exploitationists
and bring them to justice. But, where does the real problem lie in all of this madness? Well, it's the fact that
offshore servers cannot be touched by law. But, isn't this technically a form of shipping? Does that
somehow fall under Maritime Law? I may just be spitballing here. But, there's gotta be a way to stop them.
And with that said, the time to stuff the Turkey is now," Trahan says.

The ambitions of Chance Trahan to put an end to child exploitation are never-ceasing, and is only get
deeper and evermore intense as the moments of life keep creeping by. These are the moments that no–one
is listening, paying attention, nor caring about what's really going on in the world. Those dark harrowing
moments are what Trahan is vigilantly shining his light on for the rest of the world to see and realize that
we've all been continuously neglecting.

Chance portrays to his peers the experiences of these tragic outcomes that have developed from the shame
that is neglect to shake people into becoming more aware that this is an ongoing epidemic that we must
persevere upon in order to rid it from our civilizations once and for all. Learn More About President
Trahan: https://presidenttrahan.com
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